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There is one element in the above element list that have more than
one value: Adm Impr MBL Ener Perp Bsa Infl Can anyone please
help me figure this out? Edit1 I figured out a way to do what I need
to do with a really dirty solution, but I really don't like the solution
because it seems wrong to me. Is there another more elegant
solution? A: If I understand correctly, you want to clean up lists
like these: [Xml] In VB.Net, you can use a statement like For Each
elem As XElement in.Elements("property") Dim tmp as new
string() tmp = elem.Attributes("PropertyName").Value
elem.Attribute("PropertyName").Value = tmp Next I'm not sure
what is the best way to do it in C#, but I do know that the following
should work: foreach(XElement elem in
doc.Root.Elements("property")) { string tmp =
elem.Attributes("PropertyName").Value;
elem.Attributes("PropertyName").Value = tmp; } Q: Is there a way
to change namespace of an object without changing its class name
in java? Let's say, i have a package structure like this MyProject
MyProject.java Default.java Default.java has some of my
functions. I created one object with the name default in
Default.java. I would like to call them in MyProject without
changing default class name in Default.java. Is there any way to do
it? A: If you want to refer to a class by its
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scientific?FARMINGTON - There are still a lot of unanswered

questions about the Farmington landslide that occurred on April 1.
Despite an ongoing investigation, the exact cause or causes of the
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landslide remain an enigma. "We are continuing to look at all
possible causes. One thing we continue to look at is soil eroding on

the hillside," said Farmington Chief of Police Jody Thomas.
"There are a lot of possible causes." On April 1, the hillside above
Trumbull Lake collapsed. It resulted in a 600 foot long landslide
that involved some 2 million cubic yards of dirt and rock falling

into the lake and reservoir below. There have been many theories
and questions about what exactly happened. "We still have an

ongoing investigation but we are actively looking at the situation,"
Thomas said. "There are a number of possible causes. We are

looking at the possibility of the hillside collapsing." Thomas said
the solid of the cliffside beneath a thin mat of grass has shifted
downward. "The soils have eroded into the cliff below the hill,

underneath a thin layer of grass," Thomas said. "We are looking at
the possibility of soil erosion as a cause for this." Police Chief Jody

Thomas addressing a group of Farmington residents at a
community meeting held at the Cooper Middle School on April 11.

The meeting was called to give residents an update on the
investigation and the issue of soil erosion on the hillside. This is an

ongoing issue and the city is actively looking into it. - Photo by
Trina Gonzales The meeting 3e33713323
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